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Improved Army 5.56mm
Cartridge Performs Like
7.62mm Ball
(Picatinny Arsenal Public Affairs Office)

The Army announced June 23, 2010
that it has begun shipping a new 5.56mm
cartridge, the M855A1 Enhanced Performance
Round, to support warfighters in Afghanistan.
The new M855A1 round is sometimes referred
to as “green ammo.” The new round replaces
the current M855 5.56mm cartridge that
has been used by U.S. troops since the early
1980s.
The M855A1 resulted in a number
of significant enhancements not found in the
current round, officials said. They explained
these include improved hard-target capability,
more dependable, consistent performance
at all distances, improved accuracy, reduced
muzzle flash and a higher velocity.
During testing, the M855A1
performed better than current 7.62mm ball
ammunition against certain types of targets,
blurring the performance differences that

in general purpose small caliber ammunition in
decades.
The Enhanced Performance Round
contains an environmentally-friendly projectile
that eliminates up to 2,000 tons of lead from
the manufacturing process each year in direct
support of Army commitment to environmental
stewardship.
Woods said the effort is a clear
example of how “greening” a previously
hazardous material can also provide extremely
beneficial performance improvements.
Picatinny Arsenal’s Project Manager
for Maneuver Ammunition Systems manages
the M855A1 program.
Project Manager Chris Grassano
called the fielding “the culmination of an Army
enterprise effort by a number of organizations,
particularly the Army Research Laboratory,
Armament Research Development and
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New Legislation Would Give
Equal Deference to Medical
Opinions of non-VA Doctor for
a Veteran’s VA Claim

2010 Leon Gilbert Memorial
Award: Three-Decade Era Ends
With Final Award Presentation

(Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee)
Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee
Chairman Daniel K. Akaka (D-Hawaii)
introduced legislation on June 22, 2010 to
make much-needed improvements to VA’s
disability claims processing. VA provides
disability compensation to approximately
3.1 million veterans across the nation. “VA’s
system to provide veterans with disability
compensation is well intended, but it is

(Frank Forbes)
It was in 1982 that American Legion
Nashville Post No. 5 presented its first Leon
Gilbert Memorial Award to Dr. Howard
Lawrence, then president of Nashville Tech,
as Post 5 launched its annual presentation
of an award to honor the late Leon Gilbert,
one of the early stalwarts of Post 5. An
accomplished businessman and a servant to
his fellow man, Leon Gilbert was a veteran
of both World War I and World War II. This
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VA Quietly Giving Benefits to
Marines Exposed to Toxic Water

VA Document Reveals How The
Agency is “Gaming” Veterans’
Medical Appointments

(Barbara Barrett, McClatchy Newspapers)
Former Marine Corps Cpl. Peter Devereaux
was told about a year ago that he had just
two or three years to live. More than 12
months later, at 48, he still isn’t ready to
concede that the cancer that’s wasting his
innards is going to kill him. He swallows his
pills and suffers the pain and each afternoon
he greets his 12-year-old daughter, Jackie,
as she steps off her school bus in North
Andover, Mass. The U.S. Department of the
Navy says that more research is needed to

(Larry Scott, VA Watchdog dot Org)
Has it ever happened to you? Have you
shown up for an appointment at your VA
Clinic or Medical Center only to be told that
you don’t have an appointment? Tried to
make a convenient appointment 2 months
away and were told that the rules don’t
allow that? Is your appointment scheduled
in an old fashioned log book rather than
the computerized system VA uses? These
are the games that are played with your
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VVA Calls on President and
Congress to Fund Agent
Orange/Dioxin Research Now,
and Not Wait for an Army to Die

VA to Make Filing Claims Easier
and Faster for Veterans

Engineering Center, Program Executive Office
for Ammunition and the Joint Munitions
Command.
“The Army utilized advanced science,
modeling and analysis to produce the best
5.56mm round possible for the warfighter,” he
said.

(PRNewswire-USNewswire)
There have been reports in the media
recently in which some, including Senator
Jim Webb (D-VA), seem to question the
legitimacy of service-connected disability
compensation for illnesses related to
exposure to Agent Orange/Dioxin in
Vietnam and other locations, such as Type
II diabetes mellitus and ischemic heart
disease. Further, it appears that there is
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The new round replaces the current M855 5.56mm cartridge that has been used by U.S. troops since
the early 1980s. The M855A has a number of significant enhancements which include improved hard
target capability, more dependable, consistent performance at all distances, improved accuracy,
reduced muzzle flash and a higher velocity.

previously separated the two rounds.The
projectile incorporates these improvements
without adding weight or requiring additional
training.
According to Lt. Col. Jeffrey K.
Woods, the program’s product manager, the
projectile is “the best general purpose 5.56mm
round ever produced.” Woods said its fielding
represents the most significant advancement
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(Department of Veterans Affairs)
As part of the effort to break the back of
the backlog, the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) is reducing the paperwork and
expediting the process for Veterans seeking
compensation for disabilities related to
their military service. “These reductions in
paperwork, along with other improvements
to simplify and speed the claims process,
symbolize changes underway to make
VA more responsive to Veterans and their
families,” said Secretary Shinseki. VA has
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Toxic Water Exposure
connect ailments suffered by Marines such
as Devereaux who served at Camp Lejeune
and their families who lived there to decades
of water contamination at the 156,000-acre
base in eastern North Carolina. Meanwhile,
however, the Department of Veterans Affairs
has quietly begun awarding benefits to a few
Marines who were based at Lejeune.
“Right now, I would venture to
say that any Camp Lejeune veteran who
files a claim now is presumed to have been
exposed to the contaminated drinking water,”
Brad Flohr, the assistant director for policy,
compensation and pension service at the VA,
told a meeting of affected Marines and family
members in April.
It’s estimated that as many as a
million people were exposed to the water
from the 1950s to the 1980s. The water was
laced with trichloroethylene, known as TCE;
tetrachloroethylene, known as PCE; benzene
and other volatile organic chemicals.
Peter Devereaux doesn’t expect
to be around for Jackie’s college years, but
he hopes to be able to pay for them. Along
with hundreds of other veterans across the
country, he’s convinced that contaminated
water caused his cancer.
“It’s like it’s criminal, you know?” said
Devereaux, who has male breast cancer.
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While the Department of the Navy, which
oversees the base, is funding continuing
research on the issue, in some cases the VA
has acknowledged that as likely as not, some
Marine veterans’ ailments were caused by
drinking and bathing in poisonous water.
Despite the exposure, though,
there’s no presumption that a veteran’s disease
was caused by the contamination. Each case is
judged on hits own merits, Flohr said.
Still, veterans’ advocates have hope.
“It matters. That’s an admission, right
there,” said Jerry Ensminger, a Marine veteran
in North Carolina who lost his daughter
to leukemia in 1985 after living at Camp
Lejeune.
James Watters of Lubbock, Texas,
was told in 2008 that he had a year to live. In
June 2009, he learned that the VA had linked
his cancer to the Lejeune contamination.
“This thing is huge in its
ramifications,” Watters said. “I think it just
opens the floodgates.”
More Marine veterans are learning
about what happened years ago at Camp
Lejeune.
Two years ago, a new law required
the Defense Department to contact veterans
through the Internal Revenue Service and tell
them about their exposure.
Many veterans interviewed by
McClatchy said they had no idea that they’d

been exposed until they opened the envelopes
in the mail.
“You know what went off in my
head? A light bulb,” said Allen Menard, 47,
of Green Bay, Wis. His doctor had told him
years before that his form of non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma, mycosis fungoides, was chemicalrelated.
He filed for VA disability in 2008,
blaming his cancer on Lejeune’s water, and was
at first denied before finally he was granted a
full service connection, a recognition that his
illness is related to his service, this spring.
“I did my research. I had to fight,”
Menard said. “I had two professors at Boston
University write letters for me.”
One
of
those
professors,
epidemiologist Richard Clapp, said veterans
deserve an answer about what effects the
water might have had on their health.
“It’s a horrific problem,” said Clapp,
who serves on a community panel that’s
studying the Lejeune contamination. “There
are lots of people exposed, some to very
high levels of these chemicals. Some for short
periods for time, some for decades.”
The public is only now beginning to
realize the extent of the contamination.
Stories among the veterans indicate
a handful have been given service connections.
Each case means the VA has established that
there’s at least a 50 percent chance that the
veteran’s military service caused the ailment.

Hotline for Homeless & At-Risk Vets
TN DAV Phone Numbers Free
1-877-4AID VET (1-877-424-3838)
Tennessee HSC/DSO OFFICES
Ron Campbell
Memphis VAMC
901.523.8990 ext.5141
Mt. Home VAMC
(unstaffed at this time)
Linda Bailey
Knoxville VAOPC
865.545.4592 ext 302
Lisa Daniel
Chattanooga VAOPC
423.893.6500
Barbara Hartley
Nashville VAMC
615.873.7090
Jerry Hill
Murfreesboro VAMC
615.225.3350
NSO OFFICE NASHVILLE
110 9TH Ave. South A-308
Ph.615.695.6384

The Department of Veterans Affairs’ (VA) has a National Call
Center for Homeless Veterans hotline to ensure that homeless Veterans
or Veterans at-risk for homelessness have free, 24/7 access to trained
counselors. The hotline is intended to assist homeless Veterans and their
families, VA Medical Centers, federal, state and local partners, community
agencies, service providers and others in the community.
To be connected with a trained VA staff member call 1-877-4AID VET
(877-424-3838).
• Call for yourself or someone else
• Free and confidential
• Trained VA counselors to assist
• Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
• We have information about VA homeless programs and mental health
services in your area that can help you.
What will happen when you call?
• You will be connected to a trained VA staff member.
• Hotline staff will conduct a brief screen to assess your needs.
• Homeless Veterans will be connected with the Homeless Point of
Contact at the nearest VA facility.
• Family members and non-VA providers calling on behalf of a homeless
Veteran will be provided with information regarding the homeless
programs and services available.
• Contact information will be requested so staff may follow-up.
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by the copyright owner. We are making such materials available in an effort to advance understanding of veterans’ issues.
We believe this constitutes a ‘fair use’ of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright
Law. In accordance with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material on this site is distributed without profit to those who have
expressed an interest in receiving the included information for educational purposes. For more information go to: www.law.
cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.shtml If you wish to use copyrighted material from this site for purposes of your own that go
beyond ‘fair use’, you must obtain permission from the copyright owner.

The awards are inconsistent, however.
While a veteran in Wisconsin is offered payment,
one in Florida with similar symptoms is denied.
The VA doesn’t keep track, and Flohr said this
spring that he’d just learned about many of the
successful appeals.
Legislation in the House of
Representatives and Senate would establish
presumptions between service connection and
illnesses associated with the contamination, but
those bills are still pending.
Although advocates are energized by
recent VA benefits awards, a McClatchy review
of some Veterans Affairs decisions shows that
connections to the toxic water at Lejeune have
been made in the past.
In 2002, for example, the agency
granted a service connection to a veteran with
cancer of the hard palate. The veteran, whose
name is redacted, had served from 1982 to 1987
at Lejeune. His application was denied in 1995
and again in 1999.
After he sent in medical opinions about
the contamination, an appeals board granted
the service connection.
Another challenge for Veterans Affairs and
federal scientists comes in deciding what
diseases might have been caused by which
chemical in the water.
For now, Flohr said the VA is trying to
educate regional offices around the country.

See Toxic Water Exposure - Page 3
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Faster Easier Claims
shortened application forms to reduce
paperwork for Veterans. The new forms, which
are being made available on VA’s Web site at
www.va.gov/vaforms <http://www.va.gov/
vaforms/> , include:
• A shortened VA Form 21-526 for Veterans
applying for the first-time to VA for
disability compensation or pension
benefits. This form has been cut in half
- from 23 to 10 pages. It is immediately
available to Veterans via Web download,
and will be available through VA’s online
claim-filing process later this summer at
http://vabenefits.vba.va.gov/vonapp/
main.asp
• VA Form 21-526b for Veterans seeking
increased benefits for conditions
already determined by VA to be serviceconnected. This new form more clearly
describes the information needed to
support claims for increased benefits.
In order to make the claims
process faster, VA has also introduced two
new forms for Veterans participating in the
Department’s new fully developed claim
(FDC) program, which is one of the fastest
means to receive a claims decision.
Gathering the information and
evidence needed to support a Veteran’s
disability claim often takes the largest
portion of the processing time.
If VA receives all of the available
evidence when the claim is submitted,
the remaining steps in the claims-decision
process can be expedited without
compromising quality.

Leon Gilbert Award
award has been subsequently presented
annually by Post 5 to a person in the Middle
Tennessee community known for “service
to others,” creating an impressive list of very
distinguished recipients over the past three
decades.
At Post 5’s June 1, 2010 business
meeting, the 2010 Leon Gilbert Memorial
Award was presented by Post 5 Commander
John Furgess to former Tennessee Department
of Veterans Affairs Commissioner Fred Tucker,
who served under the administration of
Governor Don Sundquist from 1995 to 2000.
Included among his many accolades is the fact
that this retired Marine Major diligently served
for 14 years as the Chairman of the Nashville
Davidson County Veterans Coordinating
Council, which coordinates Memorial Day,
Veterans Day and other veteran-related
activities in the Middle Tennessee area.
During this year’s presentation, Commander
Furgess reflected on previous recipients of
this award. In response, Tucker commented:
“After listening to that list of prior recipients,
I am most proud and humble to receive this
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To participate in the FDC program,
Veterans should complete and submit an
FDC Certification and VA Form 21-526EZ,
“Fully Developed Claim (Compensation),”
for a compensation claim, or a VA Form 21527EZ, “Fully Developed Claim (Pension),”
for a pension claim.
The
forms
were
designed
specifically for the FDC program. These sixpage application forms include notification
to applicants of all information and evidence
necessary to “fully develop” and substantiate
their claims. With this notification, Veterans
and their representatives can “fully develop”
their claims before submission to VA for
processing.
Along with the application and
certification, Veterans must also submit all
relevant and pertinent evidence to “fully
develop” their claims. A claim submitted
as “fully developed” may still require some
additional evidence to be obtained by VA,
to include certain federal records and a VA
medical examination.
VA
provides
compensation,
pension,
education,
loan
guaranty,
vocational rehabilitation, employment, and
insurance benefits to Veterans and their
families through 57 VA regional offices.
Disability compensation is a taxfree benefit paid to a Veteran for disabilities
that are a result of -- or made worse by -injuries or diseases that happened while
on active duty, active duty for training or
inactive duty training. Pension is a benefit
paid to wartime Veterans with limited
income, and who are permanently and
totally disabled or age 65 or older.

&&&
award – it is quite an honor.”
The significance of this award
has been enhanced over the years with the
continuous support of the Gilbert family,
including this year. At each presentation of
the award, one or more members of the Gilbert
family (primarily Leon Gilbert’s nephew, Harris
Gilbert, a noted Nashville attorney) were
present to represent the family and to present
a memento of the occasion to that year’s
recipient. Post 5 has been very grateful for
that family support.
It has been the joint decision of both
Post 5 and the Gilbert family that 2010 will be
the final year that the Leon Gilbert Memorial
Award will be presented, marking the end
of a three-decade era. Post 5 was indeed
honored to have been able to recognize so
many prestigious individuals in the late Leon
Gilbert’s name over these past 30 years. The
caliber and collective accomplishments of
these recipients is a testament to the character
of the great individual in whose name they
were so honored.

&&&

Toxic Water Exposure
Last month, the agency sent a memo to its
regional offices describing contamination of
TCE and PCE.
The memo says there may be limited
association between those chemicals and
cancers of the kidney, breast, bladder, lung or
esophagus.
The Veteran Affairs memo doesn’t
mention benzene, even though federal
scientists said a year ago that benzene
has emerged as a central suspect in the
contamination. Benzene is a known
carcinogen.
The distinction about which
chemicals were present in the water is
important, because they’re associated with
different diseases.
For years, Marine veteran Michael
Schooler suspected that Agent Orange he was
exposed to in Vietnam was responsible for his
acute myoletic leukemia. Then McClatchy and
other news outlets reported this year that
benzene has had a far greater significance
in the contamination than scientists had
previously realized.
“I asked my doctor, ‘Does benzene
cause it?’ “ recalled Schooler, 61, of Jasper, Ind.
“He lit up like a Christmas tree. He said, ‘That’s
what causes it.’”
Schooler filed an appeal this spring.
He expects to learn this month whether the VA
will grant the service connection for benzene
exposure.
In Massachusetts, Peter Devereaux also waits,
drawing on the patience he learned while he
was in the Marines.
“I’m terminal,” he said. “Being a
man, I only want to take care of my wife and
daughter, like I always have.”
FOR VETERANS WHO MIGHT BE AFFECTED
Veterans who think they might have been
affected by contaminated water at Camp
Lejeune can apply for service connection
health benefits from the U.S. Department of
Veteran Affairs. You can apply by filling out
VA Form 21-526, Veterans Application for
Compensation and/or Pension.
The VA recommends that if you have
any of the following material, please attach it
to your application:
• Discharge or separation papers (DD214 or
equivalent)
• Dependency records (marriage & children’s
birth certificates)
• Medical evidence (doctor & hospital
reports)
Veterans who have applied for
benefits related to water contamination at
Camp Lejeune say they strongly recommend
a medical nexus letter from a doctor.
For more information, contact your
local VA office or your local veterans service
organization, or go online to www.vba.va.gov/
VBA/

The Marine Corps also has a website
about the Lejeune contamination, https://clnr.
hqi.usmc.mil/clwater/
A group of Marine veterans and
affected family members has a website on the
issue, The Few, The Proud, The Forgotten, www.
tftptf.com
ON THE WEB
• Department of Veterans Affairs fact sheet
on Camp Lejeune water contamination
Department of Veterans Affairs benefits
website
• “The Few, The Proud, The Forgotten: Camp
Lejeune Toxic Water”
• Camp Lejeune Historic Drinking Water
• About Camp Lejeune
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New Claims Legislation
broken. This bill will move the Department
closer to fulfilling its obligation to provide
every eligible veteran with timely and accurate
disability compensation,” said Akaka.
The Claims Processing Improvement
Act of 2010 (S.3517) would make various changes
to the way VA processes disability compensation
claims, including provisions to:
• •Set up a process to fast-track claims that have
been fully developed;
• •Help veterans with multiple disability claims
by allowing VA to provide partial disability
ratings; and
• •Provide that the Department give equal
deference to the medical opinions of a
veteran’s non-VA doctor.
The bill would also establish a test program at
several Regional Offices replacing VA’s method
for identifying musculoskeletal disabilities.
Compensation under the pilot would be based
on a functional assessment of limitations due
to the disability, such as standing, walking or
lifting, and would take into account the severity,
frequency and duration of symptoms of the
disability. To identify disabilities, the pilot would
use the common language of the International
Classification of Diseases, rather than VA’s current
Rating Schedule.
To read Senator Akaka’s statement
in the Congressional Record introducing the
bill, click here: LINK http://veterans.senate.
gov/prepared-statements.cfm?action=release.
display&release_id=5e1c858d-8698-47c8-bbfe62556c32881f
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Sound Off!
Share your opinion or rant!
Send to:
editor@veterantribune.org
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Agent Orange/Dioxin
confusion on the part of some about how the
process established by the Agent Orange Act of
1991 should and does work.
The facts of the matter are so clear
that Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA) must
restate our position which is dictated by those
clear facts:
First, Public Law 102-4, the Agent
Orange Act of 1991, was enacted to address the
health issues of veterans that stemmed from
our exposure to Agent Orange while serving
in Vietnam. Congress, in its collective wisdom,
passed this legislation because of the severe
impact exposure to dioxin was having on the
lives of tens of thousands of veterans.
Senator Webb is mistaken about the
intent of the law, which is understandable,
because Webb was not in the Congress at
that time. By the same token, no Senator or
Member of Congress suggested, at the time
of passage, that there should be any arbitrary
or artificial limit placed on diseases covered,
or on the numbers of veterans who might be
affected, and, hence, covered. Rather, a process
was set up to seek the level of association,
if any, between exposure and the onset of
specific diseases. Just as no one today would
even think that we, as a nation, would cease
treating and compensating our troops and
veterans suffering from Traumatic Brain Injury
(TBI), simply because the incidence is far more
prevalent among returning warriors than
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anyone might have imagined five years ago.
Second, we strongly support the
actions of VA Secretary Eric K. Shinseki in
following both the letter and the spirit
of Public Law 102-4, to conclude that the
evidence analyzed by a distinguished panel
from the Institute of Medicine of the National
Academy of Sciences and published in the
2008 Biennial Review of Veterans and Agent
Orange: Health Effects of Herbicides Used in
Vietnam was compelling enough to declare
Parkinson’s disease, B cell leukemias, and
ischemic heart disease as service-connected
presumptive due to Agent Orange for those
in the military who served in Vietnam (and
along the demilitarized zone in Korea in 1968
and 1969).
Third, VVA can unequivocally state
that the process set up by Congress under the
Agent Orange Act continues to be the most
objective and valid way of making decisions
regarding environmental diseases of military
service. These decisions should be scientific,
not political. Any Secretary of the VA should
adhere to the process, required by law, and
follow the facts, as Secretary Shinseki has
done.
Fourth, the evidence for inclusion
of diabetes mellitus type II as a presumptive
disease is very strong. It is true that people
are more prone to develop type II diabetes
as they age, but the facts are that Vietnam
veterans are at least more than twice as likely
to develop this disease as the non-veterans
in our cohort group, when balanced for age,

weight, exercise, and diet. The same is true of
prostate cancer and other service-connected
presumptive conditions.
This situation, again, highlights
the need for federal funding of additional
research into the adverse health impacts on
Vietnam veterans, on our children, and on our
grandchildren, by respected independent
scientific entities outside of the VA. This is just
as evident today as it was twenty years ago.
The clear need for such research is even more
pressing today, given the number of Vietnam
veterans who have died well before their
time in the last twenty years, and the number
who are continuing to die early, because of
the ravages resulting from exposure to Agent
Orange/dioxin in Southeast Asia.
Lastly, there have been media
reports that the amendment to Emergency
Supplemental Appropriation by Senator
Webb would delay the process, and thus
delay the payment of justly due back
compensation to affected veterans, pushing
off the time when veterans who are owed
back compensation actually will receive
their entitled compensation. This simply
is not the case. Neither action by Senator
Webb nor anyone else has thus far caused
any action that will slow down the payment
of claims as soon as the VA can work though
the public rule-making process to get this
accomplished.
We urge all affected Vietnam
veterans and eligible surviving dependents
to file claims for the newly presumptive

diseases associated with Agent Orange:
Parkinson’s disease, B Cell leukemias, and
ischemic heart disease. These diseases bring
the total to 14 illness categories that entitle
Vietnam veterans-and veterans who served
along the demilitarized zone in Korea in
1968 and 1969-to health care and disability
compensation. VVA also contends that many
Vietnam-era veterans were also exposed
in their service elsewhere in Southeast
Asia during the war, including in Thailand
and Laos, and aboard Navy vessels off the
coast of Vietnam, as well as certain military
bases located in the continental U.S. and its
territories.
There are numerous diseases
recognized by the VA as presumptive to
exposure to Agent Orange. Additional
information about these and other
presumptive diseases and long-term health
care risks for veterans can be found at the
Veterans Health Council web site, www.
veteranshealth.org and in the VVA Selfhelp Guide to Service-Connected Disability
Compensation For Exposure to Agent Orange
at www.vva.org/Guides/AgentOrangeGuide.
pdf
Web Site: www.veteranshealth.org
and www.vva.org.
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Events & Happenings
Nashville American Legion Post 5 Meetings -July 6, 2010
Beginning this month, Post 5 has changed the location of its Monthly Business Meeting to Park
Manor, 115 Woodmont Boulevard, Nashville, TN 37205-2280. (This is about a block east of the
Wodmont Boulevard at Harding Road intersection.) The Post 5 Executive Committee and Auxiliary
Unit 5 will meet at 5 p.m., Dinner will be at 6 p.m. ($8 optional buffet) and the Business Meeting
will be at 7 p.m., when the Park Manor management staff (Executive Director Charlotte Nesbitt
Langford, Director of Development Judy Shmerline Given, Food Service Director Brandon Frohne
and Activities Coordinator Melissa Womack) will present a “Welcome to Park Manor” program.
Weekly Monday Luncheons, 11 a.m. at the Piccadilly Cafeteria, 874 Murfreesboro Road, Nashville,
TN 37211:
• July 5th: Richard Spenser, with the Sons of the American Revolution, will give a SAR and 1776
Overview.
• July 12th: George Plaster, FM104.5 “THE ZONE” Sports Director, will present a discussion on the
Nashville Sports Scene.
• July 19th: Metropolitan Nashville Police Department Director of Public Affairs Don Aaron and
Sgt. Pat Postiglione with the Cold Case Division will present a discussion on Major Cold Cases
in Nashville.
• July 26th: Larry Vannozzi, meteorologist in charge of the National Weather Service in Nashville,
will give a Nashville NWS Overview.

more information, call Harriett L. Howard, 615-355-0746.
The Donelson Early Bird Toastmasters
Meets Monday mornings at the Fifty Forward Center on Donelson Pike. For more information,
contact the president, Sue Love at 615-885-3871 or VP of Membership Fletcher Powell, 615776-7430.

Williamson County Democratic Veterans Council - July 8, 2010
Meets the second Thursday of every month at 7 p.m. at Williamson County Democratic Party
headquarters, 112 E. Fowlkes St., five blocks south of Five Points and off Columbia Ave. in Franklin.
Open to the public. Contact: Jim Jones 615.477.4602 or email jones4634@gmail.com or Bob
Washko Robsuswashko@aol.com
Harry Murrell Chapter #28 of the Disabled American Veterans - July 15, 2010
Meetings are on the 3rd Thursday of each month at 6:30 pm (6:00 PM for dinner) at the Ponderosa
Steakhouse in Dickson, TN at 115 Henslee Drive, near Kroger. We welcome all visitors. Auxiliary
Unit meets at same time and place. Contacts: John Fink, DAV Adjutant, 615-509-0152; Robert E.
Lee, DAV Commander, 615-446-6322; DAV Auxiliary Commander, Cindy Fink, 615-509-0153. www.
dicksondava.org.
D.A.V. Chapter 3 Member Meeting - July 17, 2010
Free Breakfast included! The meeting time is the 3rd Saturday of each month at 10:00am in the
meeting room of Piccadilly Cafeteria located at 874 Murfreesboro Pike, Nashville, TN, 37217. For
more information, contact Commander Tom Keller at 615-714-3694. Also visit us on Facebook Disabled American Veterans Nashville.
Fleet Reserve Association Branch 110 Meeting - July 18, 2010
Meets on the third Sunday each month from 1400 to 1600 hours at VFW Post 1291 in Nashville, TN.
Call 615-292-0838 for more information.
Jerry Reed Music AmVets Post 1776 - June 19, 2010
Meeting Place: UAW 737, 6207 Centennial Blvd. Nashville TN. Time: 3rd Monday of every month
at 6:30 p.m.
Vietnam Veterans of America, Inc. Chapter 953 - June 19, 2010
Meeting Place: UAW 737 6207 Centennial Blvd. Nashville, TN. Time: 3rd Monday of every month
at 7:30 p. m.
Veterans Prayer Breakfast - July 20, 2010
Veterans, family members and friends of veterans gather to share news and fellowship. Meetings
are held the third Tuesday of each month and typically feature a speaker and are from 7:00 a.m. to
9:00 a.m. at the Fleming Center (Cathedral of the Incarnation) on 2001 West End Ave. in Nashville,
TN. Everyone is invited!
The Women Veterans Network
All women who have served in the military are invited to attend this outreach and educational
group offered by the VA Tennessee Valley Healthcare System. Meetings are held in the Nashville,
Chattanooga and Clarksville areas. For more information, call the Women Veterans Program
Manager at 1-877-873-1692.
Volunteer Unit #94 of WAVES National (Nashville, TN)
WAVES National is an organization of Women of the Sea Services-U.S. Navy, Marines, and Coast
Guard. Our local Volunteer Unit is open to all Women, who are serving or have served honorably,
either in active, reserve, retired, or veteran status of the Sea Services, U.S. Army and Air Force. For

Music City Honor Flight
Announces Trip
Music City Honor Flight, a program
honoring Nashville area World War II veterans,
announced it will fly Nashville area World War
II veterans to Washington D.C. to see the World
War II Memorial built in their honor. The all
expense paid trip is scheduled for September
22, 2010.
The chartered USAirways flight will
depart at approximately 8:30 (CST) a.m.
from Nashville International Airport and land at Reagan National Airport. A physician and
medical team will also join the flight.
Buses will transport the veterans and volunteer escorts to the World War II Memorial.
The group will tour other monuments in the Washington, D.C. area including the Vietnam
and Korean War Memorials, the Air Force Memorial, Arlington National Cemetery and the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The flight will arrive back to Nashville around 8:00 (CST) p.m.
Approximately 30 volunteer escorts join the flight to assist the veterans. These escorts each pay
$300 to help offset the cost of the flight.
Veterans and volunteers interested in taking a trip with Music City Honor Flight
should call 615-946-6048 or visit www.musiccityhf.org and download a veteran or guardian
application. The flight will accommodate 102 veterans. Reservations will be made on a firstcome-first-served basis.
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Hometown News
Army Reserve Spec. Sean T. Holva has been
mobilized and activated at Fort Dix, N.J.,
in preparation for deployment to serve in
support of either Operations Iraqi Freedom
or Enduring Freedom.The soldier is a
member of the 94th Military Police Company,
Londonderry, N.H. Holva, a military police
member, has served in the military for five
years. He is the son of John C. and Sandra
L. Holva of Union Hall Road, Clarksville,
Tenn. The specialist graduated in 2005 from
Northeast High School, Clarksville.
Army Staff Sgt. Donna L. Hughes has been
mobilized and activated at Fort Dix, N.J.,
in preparation for deployment to serve in
support of either Operations Iraqi Freedom
or Enduring Freedom. The soldier is a
member of the 94th Military Police Company,
Londonderry, N.H. Hughes, a military police
sergeant, has served in the military for eight
years. She is the daughter of David L. and
Mary Anne Hughes of Pebble Creek Drive,
Antioch, Tenn. The staff sergeant graduated
in 1998 from Father Ryan High School,
Nashville, Tenn.
Lawrence A. Rouling Jr. has graduated
from Officer Candidate School (OCS) at
Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga., and was
commissioned as a second lieutenant in
the U.S. Army. He is the son of Lawrence A.
Rouling Sr. of Eagle Circle, Dickson, Tenn.
The lieutenant graduated in the year 2000
from Dickson County High School, Dickson,
and received a bachelor’s degree in 2006
from Austin Peay State University, Clarksville,
Tenn.
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Games Played
appointment schedule.
I have been writing about the waiting
list issue since 2004, and VA employees have
only gotten better at “gaming” the figures to
make it look like they are meeting appointment
schedules ... when in reality, veterans are
waiting for health care. I detailed the use of log
books for waiting lists before veterans could
get on the electronic waiting list. That way, the
original date requesting an appointment was
not entered into the system. VA employees
would wait until an appointment opened up
(within 30 days) and then take the vet out of
the log book and put them into the system,
using that date as the date of request. This
made it look like the VA had fulfilled their 30day appointment commitment to the veteran.
In 2007, and again in 2008, VAOIG
blasted the agency for their practices. You
can find those reports and more information
about waiting lists here: www.yourvabenefits.
org/sessearch.php?q=waiting+lists&op=ph
William Schoenhard, VA’s Deputy
Under Secretary for Health for Operation and
Management, issued a memorandum (see
below) with an attachment that details ways
VA employees are “gaming” the appointment
and waiting list procedures. Schonehard
also explains how “gaming” can be detected.
Following is a list of the “Inapproriate
Scheduling Practices.”
1. Limiting/Blocking appointment scheduling
to 3o-day booking.

2. Use of a log book or other manual system.
Using this method, appointments are
scheduled in VistA at a later date instead
of placing patients on the EWL.This has
been observed in mental health and in
other clinics. The use of log books are now
prohibited.
3. Creation and cancellation of New patient
visits: A New patient visit is created for a
date within 30 days. This visit is cancelled
by the clinic; however, it is entered in
Appointment Management as “cancelled
by patient” instead of “cancelled by clinic”
and rescheduled for another date within
30 days of the cancellation.
4. Auto- Rebooking: This scheduling option
removes critical scheduling data (including
Desired Date) from the Appointment
Management scheduling package, which
prevents us from verifying that the patient
was scheduled within 30 days.
5. Use of the recall system to “hold” patients
until slots within 30 days open up.
6. Use of slot for Test Patient so that this slot
cannot be used but then cancelling the
Test Patient and scheduling a patient in the
appointment slot. Some providers also use
the Test Patient to book up their clinics if
they are going on vacation so they do not
have to cancel their clinic
7. Block scheduling: Numerous patients are
scheduled at one block of time (e.g.,8:00 12:00 pm) and have to wait a long time to
be seen. Each patient should have his/her
own appointment slot .

Army Pfc. Mark V. Nussbaum has arrived for
duty at Camp Humphreys, Korea. Nussbaum
is a multiple launch rocket system fire
direction specialist assigned to the 2nd
Combat Aviation Brigade. He has served in
the military for less than one year. He is the
son of Teresa Wrhen of Lynnwood Circle,
Clarksville, Tenn.

Suspect Wrongdoing
in VA Programs and
Operations?
Call the VAOIG Hotline at
1-800-488-8244

[8:30am–4:00pm Eastern Time
Monday–Friday excluding holidays]

Write the VAOIG Hotline:

VA INSPECTOR GENERAL HOTLINE (53E)
P.O. BOX 50410, WASHINGTON, DC
20091-0410

E-mail the VAOIG Hotline:
vaoighotline@va.gov

The entire document (with attachment)
is available at www.vawatchdog.
org/10/nf10/nfjun10/jun10files/
gamingthesysystem.pdf

8. Cancelling
patients
before
the
appointment time has passed if: a the
patient does not confirm the appointment
in response to a reminder call/letter, or if
the patient does not show up 15 minutes
before the appointment time. This strategy
inappropriately eliminates the patient
from the Missed Opportunity measure and
is misleading to patients who will show up
for their appointments.
9. For established patients, entering a Desired
Date that is later than what the provider/
patient agreed upon in order to fit the
patient in within 30 days.
10. Allowing providers to request RTCdates in
windows (e.g., 4-6 months). This practice
allows the scheduler to enter a Desired
Date based on clinic availability instead of
when the patient needs to be seen.
11. For Established patients, allowing the
Desired Date not to be documented
prevents sites from knowing whether the
patient was given an appointment within
30 days.
12. Basing the Desired Date on clinic availability:
When a provider writes RTCin 3 weeks, the
clerk enters +3W to find the availability of
future appointments. Once a date/time is
found, the clerk exits the system and then
starts over using the identified date/time
as the Desired Date.
13. When clinics are cancelled and the patients
need to be rescheduled, patients will
be called and offered the next available
appointment for that clinic. If they accept
it, the scheduler will enter that date as
the Desired Date as per patients’ request,
instead of next available.
14. Patients (New and Established) are

offered appointments beyond 30 days, but they are
documented as being >30 days per patient request.
15. Access data and Performance Measures meet the
standard but when you view the clinic schedules, they
are full for the next 30+ days. This suggests the site may
be gaming the system.
16. Not including the patient in scheduling the
appointment. This occurs most often in specialty clinics
when scheduling New patients off consults. It creates
poor customer service, a high Missed Opportunity rate,
and considerable rework to reschedule these missed
appointments.
17. Consult management: When clinics are full within
30 days, consults are Cancelled or Discontinued with
comments for the requesting provider to re-submit
at a later date. This practice makes wait times appear
shorter than they are and compromises patient care.
18. Holding a consult without scheduling the visit but
marking the consult as completed. This method does
not give the patient timely care, yet it allows the service
to pass the 7-day monitor to act upon a consult.
19. Completing the consult when the appointment is
scheduled rather than when the patient is seen.
20. Discontinuing/Cancelling consults for simple reasons,
forcing the consult to go back and forth between the
requester and specialist until the clinic has availability
within 30 days.
21. Not linking the consult to a scheduled appointment.
If the patient noshows or cancels, it would have to be
manually recorded on the consult to make it active

See Games Played - Page 7
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The Second Most Patriotic Act

(James Chesser)
I am a JAG officer in the Tennessee
State Guard and a Tennessee volunteer. I am
proud of our state, its history, character, and
potential. I am honored to serve our state
military alongside of heroes. Military service
is, to me, the single greatest act of patriotism.
In addition to my military service, I have
been engaged in the Nashville community
for 25 years, through charities, civic leagues,
my church, and business and professional
associations. However, until recently, I never
considered running for any public office. The
world of politicians was foreign to me. When
acquaintances of mine entered the political
fray, I would, like others, simply wish them
luck.
I realize now that my benediction
was as ill considered as wishing a soldier good
luck. A more appropriate response would be
‘Thank you’. Thank you for your service.
Those who volunteer for public
service, in its truest and most honest sense,
are putting themselves out there, opening
themselves up, and giving of themselves to a
sometimes indifferent, cynical, or even hostile
public. They subject themselves to countless
hours of unpaid work and campaigning,
months away from family and friends, grave
financial risks, and self doubt. But when the
day comes that good men and women with
servant hearts no longer stand up to serve our
state in the public offices such as state senate
and legislative assembly—offices which pay
merely $19,000 per year—we cease to be a
great nation.
I came abruptly to this understanding
last year through a Soldier Readiness Program
(SRP) for the Tennessee Army National Guard.
SRPs are designed to help soldiers prepare
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for combat prior to deployment. Among other
things, SPRs address civilian legal or medical
problems that could interfere with a soldier’s
focus in carrying out their mission and watching
out for each other.
I had just finished drafting a will and
power of attorney for a young NCO, and our
discussion turned briefly to the widening gap
between law and life. The soldier and I agreed
that government was growing out of control; that
public office was too expensive, time consuming,
and biased by special interests for the average
person to participate in. Corruption, wasteful
spending, and regulation were on the rise. “Yes,
you’d be crazy to be involved in politics”, I told
him as we concluded.
The soldier turned to me. “No
disrespect, Major”, he said. “But I’m going off to
dodge bullets.” Then, following a short silence,
he added, “And what’s the point if no one is
taking care of business back home?”
Patriotism is real when it is based
in action rather than words. A young soldier
understood this more clearly at 25 than I did at
twice his age. True understanding comes often
at great cost, and sometimes great sacrifice.
I now thank both soldiers and political
candidates who truly offer to serve our country
and state. “Good Luck” is no longer an option
either for the first or second most patriotic acts.
James Chesser is a candidate in the GOP primary
on August 5th, 2010 for Tennessee State Senate
District 21, which includes most of west and south
Davidson County. His campaign website is www.
chesserfortnsenate.com. Major Chesser’s views and
opinions are strictly personal in nature and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Tennessee State
Guard or the Tennessee Military Department.
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M855A1

again. If it were attached, the consult
would automatically return to an “active
status for no-shows or cancellations and
show as incomplete. Thus, not linking the
consult properly will falsely improve your
compliance with the timeliness of acting
on a consult.
22. Cancelling and re-establishing consults on
the day of the appointment. This practice
effectively makes it appear that there are
no outstanding consults and no waiting
times for consults to be “acted on.”
23. Consults are not “acted on” within 7 days,
which delays the start of the wait time
measure.
24. Not scheduling consults for Established
patients within 30 days. Sites may schedule
only New patients within 30 days, even if
the Established patient is presenting with
a new problem. This practice provides
untimely care to Established patients
simply because they have been seen
within the past 2 years.

The M855A1 is tailored for use in the
M-4 weapon system but also improves the
performance of the M-16 and M-249 families of
weapons.
A true general-purpose round, the
M855A1 exceeds the performance of the current
M855 against the many different types of targets
likely to be encountered in combat.
Overall, the Army fired more than 1
million rounds to ensure the new cartridge met
or exceeded all expectations. The M855A1 is
without question the most thoroughly tested
small caliber round ever fielded, Woods said.
The Army has recently completed the
Limited Rate Initial Production phase for the
M855A1 and is beginning the follow-on full rate
production phase where plans are to procure
more than 200 millions rounds over the next 1215 months.
Soldiers in Afghanistan will begin using
the new, improved round this summer.
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Legislative “On The Record”
Recent Senate Votes
Supplemental Appropriations Act - Vote Passed
(67-28, 5 Not Voting). The Senate passed this $58.8
billion bill providing additional funds for disaster
relief and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
House will begin work on its version of the bill after
the Memorial Day recess.
Sen. Lamar Alexander (R) voted YES
Sen. Bob Corker (R) voted NO
Motion to Proceed to Resolution; To overturn
an EPA finding on greenhouse gas emissions.
- Vote Rejected (47-53). The Senate rejected this
resolution that would have stripped the EPA of its
authority to regulate greenhouse gases.
Sen. Lamar Alexander (R) voted YES
Sen. Bob Corker (R) voted YES

Support The Veteran Tribune Newspaper With Each Purchase

(The Veteran Tribune Staff )
The next time you plan to shop at Walmart, Office Depot, Tractor Supply
Company, or these other retailers, consider making your purchases through our web site.
Rep. John Tanner (D) voted YES
Every purchase you make supports the Veteran Tribune Newspaper. You get the same low
Rep. Zach Wamp (R) voted NO
prices and the retailers will give a little to The Veteran Tribune newspaper. Just go to
FHA Reform Act of 2010 - Vote Passed (406-4, www.veterantribune.org/Affliates.php. The members of D.A.V Chapter 3 thank you in
21 Not Voting). The House passed this bill that advance for supporting the newspaper.
would allow the Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) to raise premiums for mortgage insurance,
with the intent of boosting its dwindling reserves.
The bill now goes to the Senate.
Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R) voted YES
Rep. Stephen Cohen (D) voted YES
Rep. Jim Cooper (D) voted YES
Rep. Lincoln Davis (D) voted YES
Rep. John Duncan Jr. (R) voted YES
Rep. Bart Gordon (D) voted YES
Rep. Phil Roe (R) Not Voting
Rep. John Tanner (D) voted YES
Rep. Zach Wamp (R) voted YES

To broaden access to the Oil Spill Liability
Trust Fund - Vote Passed (410-0, 1 Present, 20
Patrick Murphy of Pennsylvania Amendment; Not Voting). This legislation would allow the
National Defense Authorization Act, FY2011 - Obama administration to withdraw more money
Vote Agreed to (234-194, 10 Not Voting). During from the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund in order to
the defense authorization bill debate, the House better respond to the Gulf of Mexico oil accident.
adopted this amendment that would repeal the The Senate approved the bill the previous day by
“don’t ask, don’t tell” law that prohibits openly gay voice vote, and the president is expected to sign
men and women from serving in the military. The it.
draft of the Senate version of the authorization bill Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R) voted YES
contains a similar provision.
Rep. Stephen Cohen (D) voted YES
Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R) voted NO
Rep. Jim Cooper (D) voted YES
Rep. Stephen Cohen (D) voted YES
Rep. Lincoln Davis (D) voted YES
Rep. Jim Cooper (D) voted YES
Rep. John Duncan Jr. (R) voted YES
Rep. Lincoln Davis (D) voted NO
Rep. Bart Gordon (D) voted YES
Rep. John Duncan Jr. (R) voted NO
Rep. Phil Roe (R) voted YES
Rep. Bart Gordon (D) voted YES
Rep. John Tanner (D) voted YES
Rep. Phil Roe (R) voted NO
Rep. Zach Wamp (R) voted YES
Rep. John Tanner (D) voted NO
Rep. Zach Wamp (R) voted NO
Small Business Lending Fund Act of 2010 Vote Passed (241-182, 9 Not Voting).The House
America COMPETES Reauthorization Act - Vote passed this bill that would establish a $30 billion
Passed (262-150, 20 Not Voting). This $85.6 billion lending fund administered by the Treasury
bill would authorize a variety of science research Department to invest in financial institutions,
programs over the next five years. The timetable like community banks, with the intention of
for Senate action is unclear.
expanding the availability of credit to small
Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R) voted NO
businesses. The bill now goes to the Senate.
Rep. Stephen Cohen (D) voted YES
Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R) voted NO
Rep. Jim Cooper (D) voted YES
Rep. Stephen Cohen (D) voted YES
Rep. Lincoln Davis (D voted YES
Rep. Jim Cooper (D) voted NO
Rep. John Duncan Jr. (R) voted NO
Rep. Lincoln Davis (D) voted YES
Rep. Bart Gordon (D) voted YES
Rep. John Duncan Jr. (R) voted NO
Rep. Phil Roe (R) voted NO
Rep. Bart Gordon (D) voted YES
Rep. John Tanner (D) voted YES
Rep. Phil Roe (R) voted NO
Rep. Zach Wamp (R) voted YES
Rep. John Tanner (D) voted YES
Rep. Zach Wamp (R) Not Voting
National Defense Authorization Act, FY2011 Vote Passed (229-186, 17 Not Voting). The House
passed this $760 billion bill authorizing defense
spending for the upcoming fiscal year. The Senate
could take up its version of the bill sometime
during the summer.
Rep. Marsha Blackburn (R) voted NO
Rep. Stephen Cohen (D) voted YES
Rep. Jim Cooper (D) voted YES
Rep. Lincoln Davis (D) voted NO
Rep. John Duncan Jr. (R) voted NO
Rep. Bart Gordon (D) voted YES
Rep. Phil Roe (R) voted NO

Recent House Votes
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